Instructions
Please carefully read this disclaimer ("Disclaimer") before taking any further action
upon information received in this website (“Website”, "Service", “Platform”, “Tool”)
operated by SIA “ Welfio”, registration No. 40203368763,(“Welfio“, “Welfio.com”,"Us",
“We", "Our").
No Investment Advice
All the content displayed on our website is for informational and educational purposes
only. All information contained on this Website is not intended as and shall not be
understood as financial advice or recommendation and investment advice or
recommendation.
Please bear in mind that you assume the sole responsibility of evaluating the merits and
risks associated with the use of any information or other content of the Website.
By using our Website, you agree not to hold Welfio.com or any third party service
provider associated with Welfio.com liable for any possible claim for damage arising
from any decision you make based on information or other content available on
Welfio.com website.
We have done our best to ensure that the information provided on the Website is
accurate and provides valuable information. Regardless of that, we are not responsible
for mistakes and errors, and the accuracy of the information in our platform. It is the
users’ responsibility to verify the accuracy of the information.
Welfio website may contain affiliate links to various investment platforms. Upon your
signup to a particular platform via the link provided, Welfio might receive a
commission. Importantly, the commissions paid to Welfio do not come at any cost to
you! On the contrary, in many cases, if you sign up to a platform via Welfio link, you can
receive a bonus that will support your investments and ensure better returns. Please
note that the commissions offered and paid to Welfio by investment platforms, in no
way affect or bias our assessment of the investment opportunities offered by the
particular platforms. The commissions are simply a tool that allows Welfio to develop
the product further and bring you new and useful features, allowing you to make more
informed investments.
Risks
There are certain risks associated with investing in loans and other financial
instruments. Peer-to-peer (“P2P”) lending is considered to be a high-risk investment
opportunity. Please bear in mind that, in many cases, your money (Deposit) will not be
supervised by the legal authority of the state that the lending company is operating in.
If you decide to invest in foreign loans there are additional risk factors such as greater
volatility and political, economic, and currency risks and differences in accounting
methods.
It is important to remember that past financial performance is not a guarantee or
predictor of future investment performance. Moreover, there is no guarantee that the
information on potential returns and interest rates presented on Welfio will translate

into an actual return. They are meant to serve for informative purposes only. If you
decide to participate in P2P lending, you do it taking sole responsibility, for any
outcomes arising from it.

